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Oil and Gas Tax Shelters

1. Effects of changing clienteles

• Identifying changing clienteles is a great way to find new products if you
are a financial intermediary

– TRA’86 had a dramatic effect on the tax shelter industry
– corporations and individuals, rather than banks and insurance com-

panies became the natural clientele for munis following TRA’86—
see chapter 16

• As clienteles change the playing field among sellers of tax efficient
investment vehicles becomes more level

– old contacts are not as valuable
– what does this mean about the value of old customer lists for tax

shelter promotions?
– old reputations are not as valuable
– what does this mean about the care with which promoters will look

after their investors?

• Do investors in U.S. have the same demand for investments in tax shelter
partnerships that they used to have?

2. Joint ventures

• Why is the partnership structure more common than the corporation?
– it avoids double taxation of corporate form
– partnerships offer more flexibility to allocate tax benefits

• What incentive problems are created?
– party responsible for costly actions does not capture all the returns

from the action. This implies under-investment (See, e.g., the in oil
and gas industry example below).

– party responsible for purchasing or investment may transact with
related parties, creating a conflict of interest (e.g., information
transfer in R&D joint ventures).
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3. Oil and Gas LPs

• Oil and gas development has two phases
– Drill a hole.
– Complete the well, but only if the discovery is viable.

• Initial drilling costs are ≈ 2/3 of the cost of producing oil from a given
well

• Drilling expenditures are granted very favorable tax treatment whereas
completion expenditures are not.

– E.g., Drilling costs can be expensed but completion costs must be
capitalized for tax purposes.

• Many skillful drillers are not in position to take advantage of drilling
cost writeoffs

• Enter limited partnerships, where we find two classes of investors
– Limited partners: passive investors with a strong demand for tax

shelter
– General partners: active investors with a relatively weak demand

for tax shelter

4. Tax benefits versus incentive problems

There is a conflict between maximizing the tax benefit and creating appro-
priate well completion incentives.

• To maximize tax benefits, limited partners should be responsible for
all drilling costs and general partners should be responsible for all
completion costs.

• In a functional allocation program (the most-commonly observed con-
tractual relation in industry)

– General and limited partners share revenues. General partners
generally get ≈ 40%.

• functional allocation programs create a classic externality problem:
– general partners privately knows the amount of oil down a hole

and may face incentives that discourage him from sharing this
information candidly with the limited partners, since it is not in
the general partner’s interest to complete marginal wells.
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– At time of completion, GP faces 100% of costs but will receive only
a fraction of revenues

– this arrangement provides incentives for general partners to com-
plete fewer wells than is socially desirable

5. Under-completion of wells

• When does undercompletion occur?

Oil and gas prospectuses are quite candid in discussion of these incentive
problems.

6. How to mitigate the incentive problem

• Exploratory drilling programs
– In exploration work, there is a high probability of finding no

hydrocarbons at all. In this case, it is desirable to abandon the
well from every partner’s perspective.

– In exploration work, holes have a high probability of being desirable
to complete if oil or gas is found.

– That is, if hydrocarbons are found, the expected value of the
hydrocarbons will exceed the cost to remove it by a wide margin—
This implies the general partner will find it desirable to complete
the well despite bearing 100% of the cost.

– Evidence suggests that functional allocation programs do concen-
trate on exploratory drilling

• Developmental drilling programs
– In development work, there is a high probability that hydrocarbons

will be found and a high probability that the well will be marginally
productive. This is because development work often occurs on the
periphery of know hydrocarbon deposits, so the driller is more likely
to find some hydrocarbons, but the find is likely to be modest.

– This means the well completion problem is acute.
– In contrast to exploratory programs, with developmental drilling

one should expect to see some sacrifice in tax benefits to align
completion incentives better. In particular, it may be best to
not allocate costs along functional lines in order to diminish the
completion problem.
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7. Evidence

• For over 600 partnerships formed in 1970s less than 5% of dollars in-
vested in functional allocation partnerships were devoted to develop-
mental drilling, where the chance of drilling a marginal well is high

• In contrast, in partnerships that gave limited partners a revenue interest
similar to the opportunity cost of completion (so that there was no
incentive to undercomplete), more than 50% of funds were devoted to
developmental drilling.

8. Other ways to mitigate incentive effects

• Reputation considerations are likely to be important to prospective
investors in a drilling program. To attract new funds, the promoter must
have treated past limited partners well. Moreover, the promoter will
continue to treat current limited partners well so long as new partners
and projects are in prospect.

• The general partner could buy some limited partnership interests to
align his incentives with those of the limited partners, but then why
form the partnership in first place?

• Farmouts are another way to address the completion problem. However,
farmouts introduces new incentive problems since the driller may try to
claim that all wells are marginal.
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